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Abstract.

Let Xx, X2, ■■. be mutually independent

random variables such

that E(Xn) = 0 and E(Xf) = aj = 1 for all n = 1,2,....

For each n = 1,

2,...,
let S„ = 2/= i Xj; then, by the Kolmogorov criterion for mutually
independent random variables, Sjnx'1+a -» 0 almost surely as n -» oo for
any positive constant a. A deeper understanding of this theorem will be
facilitated if we know the order of magnitude of E{Nx(a,e)} as e -* 0+,
where Nx(a,e) is the integer-valued random variable defined by Nx(a,e)
= 2£Li XVe„i/2+o
oojd^nl)- Tne present note does the work for a wide class of
random variables by using Esseen's theorem and Katz-Petrov's theorem.

Let Xx, X2,... be mutually independent

random variables such that E(Xn)

= 0 and E(X2) = o2 = 1 for all n = 1, 2,....

For each rt = 1, 2,...,

let

S„ = 2?=i Xi> then, by the Kolmogorov criterion for mutually independent
random variables, Sjn'
a —»0 almost surely as « —>oo for any positive
constant a. For any positive constants a and e, let /l„(a,e) = Xjm\/i+a„f\(\Sn\)
for all n = 1, 2,... and let Nao(a,e) = 2^°=i ^„(a,e). Then, for a deeper
understanding of the theorem above, we will study the order of magnitude of
E{Nx(a, e)} as e —>0+, and this is just the main purpose of this note. We start
with the following useful lemmas.
Lemma 1. Suppose that Xx, X2 . . . are mutually independent, standard
random variables, and a, e are two positive constants. Then, we have
(1)

Cae-X/a-l

normal

<E{Nja,e)}<Cae-X/a,

where Ca = tr-X/22x/2aT(l/2 + l/2a).
Proof. For any positive integer m, let Nm(a,e) = *2d„"=x
An(a,e); then
1 + E{Nm(a,e)} = 2 2^=0 $(-£«'*), where $(x) is the distribution function
of the standard normal random variable. By the Euler-Maclaurin sum formula

(see [1, pp. 124-125]),
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$(-6Ha)

«= 0
1

rm

= i + <&(-ema)+ 2 J

<$>(-exa)dx-2J

rm

Px(x)d^(-exa),

where B(x) = [x] — x + 1/2 and [x] denotes the greatest integer not exceeding x. Letting m -» oo and by the monotone convergence theorem, we get

± + A{A00(a,£))= 2 Jo 4>(-e*a)^

- 2 Jq A^)tA4>(-exa),

hence
2/o00$(-£xa)^+/o°0^»(-£xa)
<^

+ A{A00(a,e)}

<2J

$(-exa)^-J

t/«D(-exa).

Therefore,
c^-^-l

<A{AK(«,e)}

<Ca£-'/a.

For Lemmas 2 and 3, let Xx, X2,... be mutually independent random
variables such that E(Xn) = 0, E(Xn ) — on < oo (not all of an's are zero),

Sn = 2/-i A;, A„2= 2"-i o?, *„(*) = P{SJB„ < *} for all h = 1, 2,...,
and let G be the class of nonnegative functions g(x) satisfying the following
conditions: (i) g(x) is nondecreasing on the interval (0, 00), is even on (—00, 00)
and g(x) -* 00 as x —*00; (ii) the function x/g(x) does not decrease on (0, 00).
Lemma 2 (Petrov). // there exists a function g in G such that E{X2g(Xn)}
< 00 for all n = 1,2,...,
then there exists an absolute constant C* such that

(2)

A(h) =

sup

\4>n(x)- <J>(x)|< -fi—

-™<x<*

i

E{X2g(X)}.

B2g(Bn)j=\

J

Proof. See [4, pp. 242-244],
Lemma 3 (Esseen). // A(n) < \ for all n > h0, then there exists an absolute
constant C* such that

(3)

\*„(x)
- *t»| < min{A(H),
C*•^Mfffr))},

for all n > h0 a«*/ a// values of x.

Proof. See [2, pp. 68-70].
Now we are in the position to state and prove our main theorem and
corollaries.
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Theorem

1. Suppose that Xx, X2,... are mutually independent random varia-

bles such that E(Xn) = 0 and E(X2) = o2 = 1 for all n = 1,2, ....

If there

exists a function g in G such that

(i) Hm sup^/.-1

2J=, E{X2g(Xj)} < 00,

(h) 2^=1

ag(-\/n) < 00 for some constant a (0 < a < 5), then, we

(logrt)/rt

have
(4)

ton eX/«E{Nja,e)}

= Ca.

Proof. The proof will be given by the following two steps.
Step 1. Assume that Xx,X2, ... are i.i.d. normal random variables with mean
0 and variance 1. Then, by Lemma 1,
Cae~x/a -

1 < E{Nao(a,e)}

< C^'*

and

Hm tx'aE{Nx(a,e)}

= C„.

Step 2. Assume that Aj, X2,... and g satisfy the conditions in Theorem 1.
E{Nx(a,e)}=

2

P{\Sn\ > mX'2+a)

n=\
oo

=

2

[P(\Sn\ > en]/2+a) - 4(|5„|

> enx/2+a)}

n=\

+ 2 7J(|5j>£rt1/2+a),
n=\

where P$ denotes the measure induced by the standard
variables. By Step 1, it is sufficient to show that

(5)

lim e1/" 2

e->0+

„=1

normal

random

{P(\S„\ > mX'2+a) - h%(\Sn\ > enx'2+a)} = 0.

By Lemma 2,

A(n) =

sup

\%(x) - <D(x)|< -£j-

-co<x<co

2 E{X2g(Xj)}

«c?(V");=i

for all n = 1,2,_where
$„(x) is the distribution function of Sn/\/n. By the
assumptions that 2,"=i E{x,2g(Xj)} < 0(n) and g(x) —>00 as x —>00, there
exists a positive integer «0 such that if rt > rt0, A(n) < j. It is obvious that

eHm ex'a 2 {P(\Sj\ > ejX/2+a) - 7fc(|S,| > zjX,2+a)} = 0.
Hence, it is sufficient to show that
(6)

lim ex'a 2
£_>u

But

{P(\Sn\ > enx/2+a) - $(|S„|

n>n0
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|A(|S„|>e/i1/2+«)-AJ(|S„|>en1/2+a)|
< \$n(-ena)

for all h = 1, 2,....
(7)

+ \\(tna)

- $(en°)|

So it is sufficient to show that
lim £1/a 2

v '

- 0(-ena)|

e->0+

(8)

„>„0

\%(-ena)

lim eX/a 2

|*„0.a)

- <S>(-ena)\ = 0.

- $(ena)\ = 0.

Let A = {n\n > n0, A(h) < h~2} and /I' = {h|h > h0, A(h) > n~2}. Now

if n G A, then |$„(-£Ha) - $(-eHa)|

lim ex/a 2
e->0+

< A(h) < n~2. Hence

l^„(-e«a) - $(-e«a)l < hm ex/a 2

„e/j

e->0+

«~2 = 0.

nSA

Next, if h 6 /,', then 1/A(h) < n2, log(l/A(n)) < 2 logn, and

hm <[> 2 !*„(-£«") " *( ~ena )|)
«-»0 I
«£/!'
J

e^0+l

„#V 1+eV"

J

<lim{^2c'c?2">8°^'f(f^)})
^l

»£,'

Hg(V«){l + £2h2"}

i

(the first inequality is implied by Lemma 3 and the second one is implied by

Lemma 2).
Since
lim sup n~x 2 E{X2g(Xj)) < oo,
K^OO

7=1

and 2^=1 (log«)/H2ag(VM)

limr,/«

«-o+l

^

0 < a < \,

^

< oo, it is easy to see that

2 (2iog^)2;=1A{^^.))|

«lV

Hg(V«){l + e2«2a}

i

= o

Hence,

lim ^

2

|*„(-«i") - $(-™a)\ = 0.

Therefore, we get (7). Similarly, we can prove that (8) holds and the proof of
Theorem 1, now, is complete.
Corollary
1. Suppose that Xx, X2...are
mutually independent random
variables such that E(Xn) = 0, E(X2) = a2 = 1, and E(\X„\
) < M < oo
for some positive constants 8 and M, and for all n = 1,2, ....
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(9)

eHme,/a£{A00(«,e)}

= Ca,

where 2r-8/4<a<2-if0<8<l,\<a<2-if8>

1.

A sharper result is
Corollary
2. Suppose that A,, X2,... are mutually independent random
variables such that E(Xn) = 0, E(X2) = o2 = 1, and £{A„2(log+|A„|)2+6}
< M <C oo for some positive constants 8 and M, and for all n = 1,2,....
we have

(10)

lime2E{N00(x2,e)}=

Then

Cx/2 = 1.

The author would like to express thanks to the referee for his valuable
suggestions.
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